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Abstract

IPSN (Institute for Protection and Nuclear Safety) is the technical support for the
French nuclear safety authority and thus involved in the safety evaluation of new I&C
technologies and particularly of smart sensors. Smart sensors are characterized by the use of a
microprocessor that converts the process variable into digital signals and exchanges other
information with I&C control systems. There are two types of smart sensors : HART
(Highway Addressable Remote Transducer) sensors, which provide both analogue (4 to
20 niA) and digital signals, and network sensors, which provide only digital signals. The
expected benefits for operators are improved accuracy and reliability and cost savings in
installation, commissioning, testing and maintenance. Safety evaluation of these smart sensors
raises new issues : How does the sensor react to unknown commands ? How to avoid
unexpected changes in configuration ? What is its sensitivity to electromagnetic interferences
(EMI), to radiations ...? hi order to evaluate whether these sensors can be qualified for a
safety application and to define the qualification tests to be done, IPSN has planned some
functional and hardware tests (EMI, radiations) on "HART" and field bus sensors. During the
functional tests, we were not able to disrupt the HART tested sensors by invalid commands.
However, these results cannot be extended to other sensors, because of the use of different
technology, of different versions of hardware and software and of constructors' specific
commands. Furthermore, easy modifications of configuration parameters can cause additional
failures. Environmental tests are in progress on HART sensors and will be followed by
experiments on field bus sensors. These preliminary investigations and the latest incident
initiated by an incorrect computing algorithm of digital switchgear at Ringhals NPP, clearly
illustrate that testing and verification programmes for smart equipment must be meticulously
designed and reviewed regarding global plant safety analysis and the risk of common cause
failures. Careful attention should be paid to the commissioning and maintenance as well.

1 CONTEXT / REASONS FOR INTEREST

Due to the evolution of the state of the art, instrumentation devices and particularly
sensors are becoming "smarter" as embedded micro-controllers are employed in their design.
Up to now, there is no smart sensor installed in French nuclear facilities for safety
applications. But market shares for this kind of sensors are growing and their use for
applications in nuclear installations, and especially for safety applications seems to be
inescapable. That is the reason why we are involved in the safety evaluation of smart sensors.
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The main objective of our programme is to collect some information, from a hardware point
of view, in order to anticipate a licensing demand and to establish new qualification
requirements to be accomplished by these new sensors.

Benefits expected by operators by using this kind of sensors are :
- cost savings in installation due to digital communication, to the possibility of

measuring more than one variable within the same sensor package and to the use of
distributed control system,

- cost savings in commissioning, testing and maintenance thanks to remote or self-
calibration, self tests and improved data handling,

- improved accuracy, performance and reliability.

But the use of this kind of sensors for safety applications raises new issues and
requirements :

- the complexity of software based systems exceeds that of hardwired systems, errors
in specifications and design cannot be completely revealed by testing and inspection,

- smart sensors can be more sensitive to environmental conditions such as fluctuations
in ambient temperature, electromagnetic interferences (EMI) and to radioactive radiations and
must be suitably qualified for their proposed location,

- the life cycle of current I&C equipment is being continually shortened as a result of
rapid change in the electronic technology and the software evolution. This technological or
software evolution management must be taken into account.

The article presents first a description of the main kinds of sensors available on the
market and susceptible to be installed in nuclear facilities, then a presentation of our
experimental tests on the hardware and the preliminary results obtained.

2 DESCRIPTION OF THE MAIN KIND OF SMART SENSORS

As shown in figure 1, smart sensors are characterised by the use of a microprocessor
that converts the process variable in digital signals and exchanges other information with I&C
control systems.
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Figure 1 : Principle of a smart pressure sensor



The sensor can measure several variables (differential pressure, static pressure and
sensor temperature for example). The three input signals from the sensor as well as the
characterization data stored in the PROM (Programmable Read Only Memory) are used by
the transmitter's microprocessor to calculate the process value that is compensated for the
static pressure, the ambient temperature and for device non-linearities. The microprocessor
enhances accuracy.

Moreover, smart sensors are able to exchange other information with I&C control
systems (additional process variables, self diagnostics, remote configuration parameters and
testing) through a hand-held terminal or a personal computer.

There are two types of smart sensors : HART (Highway Addressable Remote
Transducer) sensors, which provide both analogue (4 to 20 mA) and digital signals, and
network sensors, which provide only digital signals.

2.1 HART SENSORS

2.1.1 Communication modes

HART (Highway Addressable Remote Transducer) sensors provide both analogue
(4 to 20 mA) and digital signals. The HART communication protocol is based on the Bell 202
telephone communication standard and operates using the frequency shift keying (FSK)
principle. The digital signal is made of two frequencies 1200 Hz and 2200 Hz representing
bits 1 and 0, respectively. Sine waves of these two frequencies are superimposed on the direct
current analogue signal (figure 2). Because of the average value of the FSK signal is always
zero, the 4-20 mA analogue signal is not affected.
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Figure 2 : HART simultaneous Analog and Digital Communication

HART is a master-slave communication protocol, which means that during normal
operation, each slave (field device) communication is initiated by a master communication
device. Two masters can be connected to each HART loop. The primary master is generally a
distributed control system (DCS), a programmable logic controller (PLC), or a personal
computer (PC). The secondary master can be a handheld terminal or another PC. Slave
devices include transmitters, actuators, and controllers that respond to commands from the
primary or secondary master.



HART devices can operate in one of two network configurations point-to-point or
multidrop, hi point-to-point mode, the traditional 4 to 20 mA signal is used to communicate
one process variable, while additional process variables, configuration parameters, and other
device data are transferred digitally using the HART protocol (figure 3).
Point-to-point mode is more frequently used because of the reuse of existing cabling.
Individually shielded twisted pair cable is the recommended wiring practice.
In multidrop mode, all process values are transmitted digitally, and the current through each
device is fixed to a minimum value (typically 4 mA). The multidrop mode is not used in
practice because of the low communication speed (1200 Bits/s) instead of instantaneous
communication when using point-to-point mode.
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Figure 3 : Point to point wiring diagram for HART transmitters configured
in the analogue 4 to 20 mA mode

2.1.2 HART Commands

The HART command set provides uniform communication for all field devices. The
command set includes three classes : universal, common practice, and device specific. All
devices using the HART protocol must recognize and support the universal commands.

Universal commands provide access to information useful in normal operations (e.g.
read manufacturer and device type, read primary variable and units).

Common practice commands provide functions implemented by many but not
necessarily all HART communication devices (e.g. write device range values, calibrate (set
zero, set span), set fixed output current, perform self-test).

Device specific commands represent functions that are unique to each field device.
These commands access setup and calibration information, as well as information about the
construction of the device (e.g. PID set point, valve characterization). Information on device-
specific commands is available from device manufacturers.



Some HART host applications use a device description (DD) to obtain information
about the variables and functions contained in a HART field device. The DD includes all the
information needed by a host application to fully communicate with the field device. A DD is
roughly equivalent to a printer driver for a computer.

2.1.3 Benefits of HART communication

The HART protocol provides savings in commissioning and installation : operators can
easily install, identify a field device and verify that operational parameters are correct. The
multidrop mode (several devices on a single twisted wire pair) provides significant savings in
wiring, and some HART field instruments can embed PID control, which eliminates the need
for a separate controller, Besides maintenance is made easier by diagnostic and historical
information available.

2.2 FIELD BUS SENSORS

Field bus sensors deliver only digital signals. A common medium or field bus is used
for the digital communication between field devices and control devices at the control process
stage. The transmission of the process data is effected cyclically, while alarms, parameters
and diagnostic data are transmitted acyclically if necessary.

There are two main protocols used for I&C equipment : PROFIBUS (for process field
bus) and FIELBUS FOUNDATION (FF). An example of a PROFIBUS architecture is given
on the figure 4.
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Figure 4 : example of PROFIBUS architecture



PROFIBUS is a master-slave communication protocol associated to a token bus.
Master devices determine the data communication on the bus. A master can send messages
without an external request when it holds the bus access rights (the token). Class 1 master
(controllers) usually collect cyclic information (measurements), whereas class 2 master (PC
for example) collect acyclic data (alarms, diagnostic data...).
Slave devices are peripherals such as I/O devices, valves, drives and measuring transducers.
They do not have bus access rights and they can only acknowledge received messages or send
messages to the master when requested to do so.
The signals of the binary sensors and actuators (data, parameters, diagnostic data and even
power supply) can be transmitted on a same medium.

There are two main protocols :
- PROFIBUS DP (for decentralized peripherals), which can use high

communication speed (up to 12 Mbits/s using RS 485 transmission),
- and PROFIBUS-PA (for Process Automation) which communicates at 31.25

kbits/s, using a Manchester code supporting sensors power supply (HI-bus
according to IEC 1158-2 standard).

Devices profiles (DP) explain how the PROFIBUS frames (244 bytes) are coded.

FIELBUS FOUNDATION (FF) protocol differs mainly from the PROFIBUS protocol
by the following points :

- the master/slave principle is replaced by a producer/consumer principle,
- communications are organized by a link active scheduler (LAS) or bus arbiter,
- a cyclic communication is possible between the field devices : decentralised and

distributed control loops are possible as well.

3 FUNCTIONAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS CARRIED OUT BY IPSN

After a bibliography study in order to determine the main kinds of smart sensors, we
have tried to identify the weak points of these different technologies and the functional and
environmental tests to be done. Our study deals with the safety evaluation of smart sensors
from a hardware point of view. Software aspects are not treated.

The main questions raised by the use of this kind of sensors for safety applications are
the following ones : How does the sensor react to unknown commands ? How to avoid
unexpected changes in configuration ? What is the sensor's sensitivity to electromagnetic
interferences (EMI), to radiations ...?

In order to evaluate whether these sensors can be qualified for a safety application and
to define the qualification tests to be done, we have planned some functional and hardware
tests (EMI, radiations) on "HART" and field bus sensors.



3.1 FUNCTIONAL TESTS ON HART SENSORS

3.1.1 Tests devices

Functional tests were done on two smart sensors, an absolute pressure sensor
(CERABAR S PMC 731 manufactured by Endress and Hauser) and a differential
pressure sensor (3051C manufactured by ROSEMOUNT).

Our study is divided into three parts :

- the first part consists of studying the sensor under normal operating conditions in
order to determine a set of appropriate commands for the sensors. A PC with HART
configuration management software (CONF 301 by Smar international) with
capabilities similar to those offered by a HART handheld terminal, is communicating
with the sensor. A specially designed device (HI 311 by Smar international) allows the
HART network to be connected to the RS232C serial port of the PC, as shown on
figure 5.

- the second part of the study consists of sending erroneous frames to the sensors, of
modifying the frames preambles or the serial port speed and of examining the
response of the sensor. It was impossible to modify the configuration software
described above to do these tests, so we used a micro controller to generate commands
and a PC to read the response of the sensor as shown on figure 6.

- The last part of our study consists of submitting the sensors to electromagnetic
interferences, nuclear radiations and of analysing its behaviour using the first test
platform.
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Figure 5 : test platform with smart sensor under normal operating conditions
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Figure 6 : test platform for fault injections

3.1.2 Results

The first pressure sensor (CERABAR S PMC 731, manufactured by Endress and
Hauser) was analysed under normal operating conditions. Examples or
communication between the sensor and the PC are given below :

Command 0 "read unique identifier" is the first command to use for initiating
communication because it enables the master (PC) to learn the address of each
slave, the revision level of universal commands, the software revision level and the
number of request preambles.

Commands 12, 13 and 14 initiated by the configuration mode enable us to read the sensor tag,
descriptor, unit, upper and lower limits, alarm selected code (the value of the output current is
forced to 21.6 mA in case of alarm for example) and the value of the status as shown in figure
7. The value of the status "00 40" in the 9th and 10th columns indicates a modification of the
configuration.

Another sensor (3051 C manufactured by ROSEMOUNT) was tested using the same
configuration software and was able to communicate with the PC. This sensor was
manufactured in 1990 and was already using the 5th version of HART universal commands,
proving the relative stability of the HART protocol and the relative compatibility between
different manufacturers.

The test platform for fault injections enables us to do for example the following tests on the
Endress and Hauser sensor :

- invalid commands were sent to the sensor : commands recognized by the
ROSEMOUNT sensor, but unknown for Endress and Hauser sensors had no effect on
the sensor,

- reduced frame preambles were sent: preambles are used for synchronization, but can
be lost through filter or repeater. A minimal number of 5 bytes are required for
synchronization, but our tests showed that 3 bytes were sufficient.



It is important to notice that these HART sensors are equipped with an included lock out
jumper that, when activated, prevents any alterations to the calibration or configuration
parameters.
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Figure 7 : responses of the sensor to commands 12,13 and 14 (STX 1, STX 3 and STX 5)

3.2 OTHER TESTS IN PROGRESS

Environmental tests (to Electro Magnetic Interferences, nuclear radiations...) on
HART sensors and functional tests on PROFIBUS sensors installed on a PROFIBUS platform
comparable to real facilities are in progress. Specific tests and measurements of system
performance characteristics (processor load, bus load, fault behaviour compared to predicted
behaviour) are also to be done.

4 CONCLUSION

During the functional tests, we were not able to disrupt the HART tested sensors by
invalid commands. However, these results cannot be extended to other sensors because of the
use of different technology, of different versions of hardware and software and of
constructors' specific commands. Furthermore, easy modifications of configuration
parameters can cause additional failures. From these preliminary investigations, it seems that
careful attention should be paid to the commissioning and maintenance procedures and
particularly to the use of the included lock out jumper that, when activated, prevents any
alterations to the calibration or configuration parameters.



Electromagnetic interferences and radiations tests are in progress on HART sensors and
functional tests are in progress on PROFIBUS sensors.

On June 20, 2001, an unexpected tripping of supply system occurred at Ringhals
NPP [1]. This erroneous tripping was due to an incorrect computing algorithm in the digital
switchgear, intended to protect the monitored equipment in case of overload. Further
investigations showed that several digital protection devices, which belong to systems
assumed to be independent, were affected by the same error.

This occurrence clearly illustrates that testing and verification programmes for smart
equipment must be meticulously designed and reviewed, regarding global plant safety
analysis. Particularly, extreme care must be taken to avoid common cause errors between
safety systems assumed to be independent.
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